
Software and network
emulation
Interactive, hands-on training
Virtual teaching assistant
Cloud-based and on-demand
Learner goals and objectives
Achievement-based badging

SOC Analyst 1
SOC Analyst 2
Threat Hunter
Web Application Security
(OWASP)
Microsoft Core Security

Splunk
QRadar
Phantom
Fortinet
CISCO
YARA
Wireshark

Platform Features:

Battle Paths:

Solution-Specific Training:

RangeForce Battle Skills

RangeForce offers hundreds of interactive training modules on a variety of
cybersecurity topics. With Battle Skills, you'll have access to our full
training library, including all available Battle Paths, and all new training
modules developed by our team of cybersecurity experts.

www.rangeforce.cominfo@rangeforce.com (877) 716-4342

Battle Skills is an ideal resource for
individuals looking to continuously hone their
personal cybersecurity skills. For teams, it
serves as an essential tool in the ongoing
mission to ensure cyber resilience and
security orchestration. It also provides
security leaders with key insights regarding a
team’s strengths and weaknesses. Use Battle
Skills to experience advanced security tools
in action and stay up-to-date on the latest
known threats.

The RangeForce Platform
RangeForce operates as a cloud-based and
on-demand solution. It’s accessible via a web
browser and is easy to deploy for both
individuals and teams. The core of the
RangeForce solution is an integrated cyber
range. Training modules reflect real-world
environments, with real IT infrastructure, real
security tools, and real cyberattacks.
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Discover and Assess Talent
Cultivate talent internally and externally with assessment and training.
Evaluate job candidates to better understand their capabilities and fit
for your team. Create an internal talent pipeline through cross-training
and assessment while simultaneously increasing security expertise
throughout the organization.

Reduce Training Costs
Cut costs associated with conventional online and classroom-
based cybersecurity training. Facilitate remote and on-demand
training to meet your team’s specific needs. Eliminate the
prohibitive barriers associated with building and maintaining your
own cyber range.

Develop and Train Continuously
Our training platform is home to over 450 modules. We offer training
across cybersecurity concentrations, including SOC, DevSecOps,
AppSec and more. Modules offer interactive, hands-on exposure to
emulated security solutions and the latest known threats. Battle Paths
are available for in-depth, role-specific training designed to ensure
operational readiness for you and your team.

RangeForce Battle Skills
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